
WJEC AS English Language and Literature Unit 1 Section B:  Creative writing and commentary

Key Words from 
Assessment 
Objectives

AO5: demonstrate 
expertise and 
creativity in the 
use of English to 
communicate in 
different ways.
Total 15 marks 
per task x 2 
= 30 marks 
= 30 minutes

Some task ideas
One task will ask for written 
text such as:

a novel / short story

an autobiography

a magazine article

a blog

a review

One task will ask for spoken 
text such as:

a playscript

a vlog

a voiceover

a speech

Language choices 
reveal knowledge 
of literary and 
linguistic features 
and their impact 
(part of AO5):
Adverbials; stative/
dynamic verbs; 
common/proper/
concrete/ abstract 
nouns; adjectives; 
pronouns; simple/
compound/complex/
minor sentences; 
noun phrases; similes/ 
metaphors/
personification; 
alliteration; 
declaratives/ 
imperatives/
interrogatives/
an exclamatory 

Style controlled for 
genre, audience and 
purpose (part of AO5):

Prepare for a range of 
possible tasks by revising 
‘pick and mix’ menus 
of literary and linguistic 
terms which demonstrate 
awareness of genre (e.g. 
instructional imperatives 
in speeches and reviews; 
mix of complex and minor 
declaratives in narrative 
prose) audience (e.g. 
simple premodification in 
speeches to young people, 
colloquialisms and informal 
register in vlogs) and 
purpose (e.g. lexical sets 
giving strong opinions in 
reviews, dynamic verbs in 
documentary voiceovers).

Suggested approaches
Demonstrate attention to audience 
and purpose through language 
choices and use of literary and 
linguistic terms.
Address word count suggestion of 
approximately 200 words and in 
revision, get to know what that amount 
looks like in your own handwriting.
Avoid lengthy planning during exam 
time; best work on your idea first and 
on how you address genre, audience 
and purpose rather than what content 
you write.
Quick edits can improve a piece 
of writing a lot:  changing a verb, 
rewriting a sentence in the imperative 
mood, using pre-modification before a 
noun, adding in a simile or metaphor, 
changing vocabulary to improve 
impact of phonology.
Technical accuracy is important, not 
just in quality of written expression 
but also in deliberate choices of 
punctuation.

Extract from response to task: Write an extract from a vlog which gives viewers advice on keeping safe and surviving in the wild. (15 marks)

Good morning followers! Welcome to my latest vlog and it’s Friday so you know what that means – I’m headed to the great big outdoors to give you guys some 
tips on surviving in the wild! For most of you, the wild is probably a night camping in your local woodland or forest – I mean, most of us aren’t taking weekly trips 
up the Yosemite mountain, are we? If only. But even in a two-man tent in the field at the end of your road, you will need some tips and tricks to get you through 
some sticky moments and I’m the man for the task! So, listen up, items will be in the description below and don’t forget to click like and subscribe! The first thing 
you will need when facing your fears and getting out into Mother Nature is the right equipment. Think you can fend off a spider, a snake or – worse – a serpent 
with a spoon and a quick prayer? You’re wrong. Think again! You are going to need a waterproof tent with plenty of space to store all of your kit with room to 
stretch out for a much-needed snooze at the end of your day. [202 words]
Success criteria:

AO5 Genre features and task awareness AO5 Awareness of audience   

AO5 Language choices reveal knowledge of features and their impact AO5 Deliberate choices in punctuation


